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CRYPTASSIST COIN DETAILS

Name

Ticker

Icon

Genesis block created

Algorithm

Website

ICO dates

Coins to be sold

Cryptassist price

Cryptassist

CTA

09-05-2018 GMT 05:04:03 AM

Will run on DAG algorithm

https://www.cryptassist.io

ICO has re-opened. from 31 
August till 30 September 2018

74.75 Million

$0.38

Maximum total supply* 88 Million

Forum Bitcointalk

Coins to be mined 0

Block time 15 seconds

Minimum transaction fee 0

Block confi rmation 
speeds 10/20 seconds
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*Our revolutionary deflation 
model is constantly reducing 
the CTA coin supply encourag-
ing the value of the remaining 
coins. See p 6.



Cryptassist is a one stop destination for all your cryptocurrency related 
information. Whether you are a beginner or an established crypto expert, 
Cryptassist will provide you with the required tools and information for you to 
succeed. 

ICO Details:

 Maximum of 74.75 M CTA sold during ICO
 3.25 M CTA coins reserved for bounty program
 10 M CTA coins reserved for team, promotional activities and listing on 
  exchanges
  Duration of ICO: ICO has re-opened, from 31 August till 30 September  
  2018.
 Ticker: CTA 
 Platform: DAG 
 Price: $0.38 USD 
 Hard Cap: $23.67 M USD 
 Soft Cap: is already guaranteed

We will accept contributions in:

 The top 100*  cryptocurrencies as listed on CoinMarketCap at 12am   
  CST on the 31st of July 2018. 
 Fiat 
 By bank wire or PayPal

To demonstrate Cryptassist’s commitment to the environment as a 
responsible corporate citizen, Cryptassist will partner with and donate 1% 
of the proceeds of the ICO to a selected reforestation project and 1% to an 
Ocean Conservation Organization. 

Details will be listed on the Cryptassist website: https://www.cryptassist.io

Cryptassist Initial Coin Offering
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*Some cryptocurrencies will 
be excluded due to processing 
complications. This includes 
USDT, IOTA, BitShares, Mixin, 
Cortex, MaidSafeCoin, Huobi 
Token, Factom, WaykiChain, 
Electroneum, GXChain and 
Steem. Any additional ex-
clusions will be listed on the 
Cryptassist website: 
https://www.cryptassist.io 

Users will also be able to 
submit suggestions for other 
crypto currencies that we will 
consider accepting. Suggestions 
can be submitted to: 
suggestions@cryptassist.io



Cryptassist Dag Based Algorithm 

It is believed by many in the cryptosphere that DAG will become the next 
generation Blockchain. Blockchain 3.0. In order to stay at the forefront of crypto 
technology, Cryptassist will convert to a DAG based algorithm.

Blockchain is a concept that started gaining popularity as a standalone technol-
ogy in 2015. Previously, it was known only as the data structure underlying the 
technology behind Bitcoin and was referred to simply as “a chain of blocks”.

As Bitcoin rose in popularity, it became known as Blockchain 1.0. With the rise of 
Ethereum as a decentralized platform for applications, the crypto world began 
to refer to it as Blockchain 2.0. 

What is DAG?
Direct Acyclic Graph, or DAG, is a structure that uses topological ordering, 
meaning that it can only go from earlier to later. DAG is often used to solve 
problems related to data processing, scheduling, data compression and finding 
the best route in navigation.

Much inefficiency was exposed through Bitcoin’s use of the POW (proof of work) 
system as blocks can’t be created simultaneously. Due to the linked storage 
structure, only one chain is created for the whole network and all transactions 
occurring within a similar timeframe are kept in one block. This means one block 
can only be created every 10 minutes.

The Blockchain combination with DAG still originates from the idea of 
side-chains, which means different types of transactions are running on 
different chains at the same time. The DAG of blocks still relies on the concept 
of blocks.

With Bitcoin, the block creation speed is a bottleneck and it takes 10 minutes to 
generate a new block. 

With DAG, Cryptassist’s block time will be 15 seconds. 

Current transaction times are as follows:
 Bitcoin 7 – 8 transactions per second
 Ethereum 20 transactions per second
 IOTA 500 – 800 transactions per second
 Paypal 193 transactions per second

The transaction speed of Cryptassist will be 4K/10K TPS. 
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Cryptassist Defl ation Model

Cryptassist’s advanced deflation model creates the potential for a 
considerable decrease in CTA coins in circulation, which can have a 

positive effect on the market.

CTA is a finite (albeit digital) resource. Each CTA is tracked by CTA’s 
blockchain which ensures that the information, or data, is stored or shared using 
sophisticated mathematical and software rules that are almost impossible 
to manipulate to create more CTA, therefore making the number of CTA  finite.

As CTA are used to pay for services on the Cryptassist platform and these 
CTA are burned, this reduces the number of CTA available, creating a 
deflationary effect.

Cryptassist will offer services for which customers can pay with CTA. All CTA 
used on the Cryptassist platfom and all CTA used for Cryptassist services will 
always have the same value in USD no matter how high the value of CTA will go.

This will be deducted from the balance in your Cryptassist application after 
using a service. The CTA that are used for Cryptassist services will be burned, 
creating deflation.
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Cryptassist Debit Card

One of the many key features that Cryptassist will offer is a revolutionary Debit 
Card which will be issued to users after passing a KYC procedure.

Members will be able to convert their cryptocurrencies into CTA that will 
conveniently be converted to fiat and put directly onto an exclusive prepaid 
debit card. The debit card may be used as any other debit card, anywhere that 
Visa and Mastercard are accepted, at ATMs around the world and for online and 
offline purchases.

The Cryptassist debit card is a unique opportunity for users. With a premium 
design and all the convenient features users expect of debit card.

Debit Card Features:
 Top 50 cryptocurrencies accepted.
 Competitive low fees. 
 Can be conveniently used at ATMs around the world.
 Online and offline purchasing.
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Nearly everyone has played or heard of the augmented reality game Pokemon 
GO*, that stormed the world in recent years, and where the only rewards were 
to locate, capture, battle and train virtual creatures - Pokemon.

Cryptassist will introduce CryptoGo, where the rewards are tangible – real crypto.

Cryptassist CryptoGo will manage airdrops for ICOs and drop coins globally at 
specifically targeted locations and venues. These locations and venues will be 
announced in advance, not only to benefit these locations and venues due to 
increased traffic, but CryptoGo users that attend have the possibility of reaping 
real rewards, locating and capturing crypto. 

The new technology revolution is being led by Cryptocurrency apps and Aug-
mented Reality (AR). Smart phone cameras are being used more than ever, 
changing how users connect with the world. It is estimated that by the year 2021 
the AR market will be valued at $108 billion USD.

Augmented Reality brings components of the digital world into a user’s percep-
tion of the real world, not only as a display of data, but by integrating immersive 
sensations that are perceived as natural components of the environment to offer 
perceptually enriched experiences.

Cryptassist understands that many of the users will have limited crypto expe-
rience, so not only will the use of CryptoGo be simple, it will be fun to use and 
more importantly, potentially financially rewarding.

ICOs will use Cryptassist CryptoGo to coordinate their airdrops throughout 
their campaign and with the assistance of Cryptassist, specific dates, locations, 
venues, demographics and amounts of coins to be airdropped at each event 
will be determined. At larger events and locations those venues or a particular 
commercial sponsor they wish to collaborate with, may place a brief 
advertisement on the app with a themed message for users to view before they 
can locate and claim coins.
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Cryptassist CryptoGo 

*Pokemon GO is the registered 
trademark of Nintendo. 

Cryptassist has no affi  liation 
with Pokemon GO or Nintendo.



Cryptassist CryptoGo

The app will be able to be downloaded and played for free and users have the 
opportunity when they are at the nominated locations to locate coins that are 
airdropped. Users also have the option of in-app purchases to enhance their 
possibilities of locating coins.

From time to time Cryptassist will hold Premium Airdrops where top listed 
coins such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and more will be available to find.

CryptoGo Features
 ICOs can engage Cryptassist CryptoGo to perform their airdrops   
  throughout their campaign.
 Users can find and collect crypto from airdrops using a fun app for free.
 Premium airdrops to win top listed crypto.
 Users have the option of in-app purchases to enhance their 
  possibilities of locating coins.
 Airdrops will be made with advance notice to specific locations and   
  venues globally.
 Businesses can integrate advertisements to attract customers to their  
  location or venue.
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Cryptassist Exchange

Cryptassist will develop its own fully licensed cryptocurrency spot exchange 
to offer users an unequalled trading experience. This exchange will offer the 
ultimate user-friendly platform to cater to both established traders as well as 
first time users. 

Note: The exchange is not exclusive for CTA trading, it is a full cryptocurrency 
exchange, functioning like any other. 

The exchange will offer a 50% discount when trading fees are paid with CTA 
coins. Once logged in to the Cryptassist app the user will automatically have 
access to the trading platform. Users can quickly exchange their CTA and other 
digital currencies with one another utilizing a large variety of trading pairs. The 
exchange will work similarly to other crypto-exchanges where traders can set 
limit orders to buy and sell cryptocurrencies. 

The exchange will utilize both limit orders, which allow a trader to buy digital 
currency at a price lower than the current price, or sell at higher than the current 
price on the exchange and market orders, which means the buyer accepts the 
current market sale price on the exchange.

Cryptassist exchange members will have voting rights on new coins to be added 
to the exchange.

Exchange Features Include:
 Fully licensed cryptocurrency spot exchange.
 50% discount on trading fees when paid with CTA coins.
 Real-time trading of digital assets and live blockchain integrations.
 Resilient architecture supporting around the clock trading.
 Continuous integration of currencies to meet market demand.
 Enable fiat or crypto deposits & withdrawals.
 Automatically generated wallet addresses secured by Google 2FA and  
  other state-of-the-art security innovations.
 Real time balance updates.
 Order, trade and quote management.
 User-friendly interface.
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Cryptassist Multi-Coin Block 
Explorer
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A feature that complements the Cryptassist philosophy is the Multi-Coin 
Block Explorer. Having to use multiple explorers to search for the transaction 
histories of multiple cryptocurrencies takes up much valuable time and 
unnecessary extra effort. 

Cryptassist will solve that problem.

The Cryptassist Multi-Coin Block Explorer will present to Cryptassist users all of 
the explorers relevant to the user’s search on one easy to navigate interface. 

With the Multi-Coin Block Explorer, users enter the public address or TX hash of 
any of the participating coins or tokens into the explorer to be able to view the 
transaction history of the address associated with that coin or token.

Multi-Coin Block Explorer Features:
 View the transaction histories of any of the participating coins or   
  tokens on one platform.
 Saves users valuable time and effort.
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Cryptassist Features

Cryptassist Debit Card
The Cryptassist Debit Card will allow users to convert their cryptocurrencies 
(top 50) into CTA and then into fiat which will be put directly onto an exclusive 
prepaid debit card. This card can be used as any other debit card, anywhere 
around the world that accepts Visa or MasterCard and at ATMs across the globe. 
See page 7.

Cryptassist CryptoGo
A free augmented reality app where users can search, locate and receive tangible 
rewards – crypto. ICOs can use CryptoGo to coordinate their airdrops at specific 
locations, venues and dates, which are advertized in advance. Venues can benefit 
from the increase in traffic they receive when the airdrops occur. From time to 
time premium airdrops will be held where users can win top listed cryptocurren-
cies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin. Businesses can integrate advertise-
ments to attract customers to their location or venue. See page 8.

Cryptassist Exchange
Cryptassist will develop its own fully licensed spot exchange to offer users an 
unequalled trading experience. This exchange will offer the ultimate user-
friendly platform to cater to both established traders as well as first time users. 
Discounts on trading fees when paid with CTA. This exchange is not only for CTA 
but functions as a full exchange. See page 10.

Cryptassist Multi-Coin Block Explorer
The Cryptassist platform will include a Multi-Coin Block Explorer to save users 
valuable time and effort by eliminating the need to use multiple blockchain 
explorers to search for the transaction histories of multiple coins. See page 11.
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Cryptassist Core Values  

Cryptassist’s core values set the standard for how we treat our users, frame our 
work and play an essential role in Cryptassist’s success. In order to provide users 
with an exceptional experience, Cryptassist must rely on their core values. 

Knowledge
The gathering and application of knowledge is vital to Cryptassist. Decision 
makers must have informed points of view, and it is Cryptassist’s aim to turn 
knowledge of market trends into profitable opportunities for its users. 

Security
Through the use of the blockchain all Cryptassist transactions are recorded and 
protected, and cannot be accessed or altered by third parties. 

Accessibility
Information provided on the Cryptassist application must be presented in 
a clear and concise manner. Every trader, new or experienced, must be able 
to analyze and utilize the data presented efficiently. Information must be 
presented in ways that do not over-complicate or confuse the message being 
portrayed. Simplicity is key.

Accuracy
Cryptassist aims to provide up-to-date information on the application to ensure 
users are not acting on inaccurate or untimely metrics. 

Technology
Cryptassist provides users with highly advanced technology and 
information schemes that are generally not available to 
everyday crypto professionals or enthusiasts. 

With Cryptassist, long gone are the days of the 
everyday traders playing right into the hands 
of large institutions and hedge funds that leverage 
technology correctly and capitalize on traders 
making uninformed decisions. 

In order to keep transaction rates 
up to date, Cryptassist has 
chosen a DAG based 
algorithm.
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Cryptassist Team  

With an involvement in cryptocurrencies as 
an investor, trader and miner almost since 
their inception, his knowledge of crypto 
ecosystems is without peer. Henri possess-
es an extensive background in business 
development, marketing and communi-
cations for SME’s and major corporations 
in both Europe and Asia. Combining these 
unique talents with the skills of fellow 
team members at Cryptassist he aims to 
make the Cryptassist platform an industry 
leader.

Henri Oostebring
CEO

Mirko has been an advisor for some very 
large and successful ICOs. He was the 
co-founder of INFOCOIN, a venue in Rome 
that published one of the first websites 
that provides information on cryptocur-
rencies and related events and a founder 
of the MF-CRYPTO Project, which provides 
training and dissemination of knowledge 
in the crypto sector. Mirko has worked in 
the Chamber of Deputies – XVII Legislature, 
part of the National Italian Parliament, 
where he was the leading consultant on 
matters such as innovation, new technolo-
gies, cryptocurrency and blockchain as well 
as the organizer of events and conferences 
on revolutionary cryptocurrency ecosys-
tems.

Mirko Falleri
CTO

Terry possesses 40+ years of entre-
preneurial experience founding and 
developing successful businesses on 
several continents and has also been 
engaged as a consultant to both govern-
ments and major corporations during his 
career. He is proficient in financial manage-
ment and data analysis, with an emphasis 
on designing and implementing busi-
ness strategies. Terry is accomplished in 
researching and preparing financial 
models which will assist Cryptassist in 
making informed decisions, now and in the 
future and will collaborate with other team 
members at Cryptassist to integrate these 
skills.

Terry Fitzsimmons
Financial Analyst

Niki’s marketing expertise is a welcome 
addition to the Cryptassist team. An 
entrepreneur by nature, he has developed 
several successful businesses in Europe 
and Asia over the past two decades and is 
currently the CEO of the innovative compa-
ny, Horticraft Holland. Able to speak 5 lan-
guages, Niki is responsible for developing 
and implementing the Cryptassist strategic 
marketing plan, designed to attract poten-
tial Cryptassist users and retain existing 
users. He will work in collaboration with 
the CEO and the Public Relations Manager 
to convey the philosophy of the Cryptassist 
ecosystem to the broadest possible audi-
ence

Niki Lin 
Marketing Manger
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Cryptassist Team  

Dinesh is a key member of the Mobi-
loitte Technologies team consulting on 
Cryptassist. With over 7 years of diverse 
experience in designing, developing, inte-
grating and deploying web applications, 
Dinesh is the team leader and senior 
developer at Cryptassist. He has strong web 
development skills in PHP, is an expert in 
Javascript, Jquery and Ajax and brings his 
knowledge on web services using SOAP and 
Restful along with his many other skills 
to the development of Cryptassist.

Dinesh Pal
Core Developer

Another member of the talented Mobi-
loitte Technologies team at Cryptassist 
is Probir, a senior Mobile App Developer 
with more than 4 years development ex-
perience on iOS and Android platforms. 
Both platforms have its own core lan-
guage and development environments 
that are in a state of constant change, 
adding to the challenges Probir faces to 
develop the application programming 
interfaces required to support the mobile 
functionality of the Cryptassist app.

Probir Chakraborty
iOS Developer

Samantha brings a wealth of experience 
to the team gained during her tenures with 
large multi-national corporations based in 
Europe, Asia and the USA. Samantha man-
ages the Public Relations and Social Media 
teams at Cryptassist and works closely 
with the CEO in planning, implementing 
and communicating the benefits of the 
Cryptassist ecosystem. She will represent 
Cryptassist at events and meetings glob-
ally, communicate with cryptocurrency 
and main stream media, and coordinate 
the delivery of the Cryptassist message 
through the many social media platforms.

Samantha Haeberli
Public Relations Manager

Anna has joined the Cryptassist team as 
our media strategist, bringing with her a 
diverse background of experience. Fluent 
in Russian and English, Anna is also able 
to communicate effectively in Spanish. She 
has previously held positions as a manager 
in sales, advertising and human resourc-
es and a senior management position in 
hospitality. She will liaise closely with the 
Cryptassist Marketing and Public Relations 
managers to cohesively promote the Cryp-
tassist philosophy and platform to the mar-
ket.

Anna Shcherbakova
Media Strategist
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Cryptassist Team  

With more than 9 years of experience 
working with Mobiloitte, Cryptassist’s 
technical partner, Deepak has progressed 
to be a leading Solutions Architect. In 
collaboration with fellow developers, 
Deepak identifies Cryptassist’s require-
ments, defines and implements the appro-
priate technological solutions and designs 
the required systems to incorporate those 
solutions and protocols, ensuring that the 
technical requirements of the Cryptassist 
platform are met.

Deepak Gupta
Solutions Architect
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Bharat has joined Cryptassist as a Mobile 
App developer with our technical partner, 
Mobiloitte. Able to develop both iOS and 
Android platforms, Bharat keeps abreast 
of the constantly changing development 
environments that exist on both platforms 
through constant research and collabora-
tion with manufacturers and colleagues. 
This ensures that the expertise he brings 
to Cryptassist is the very latest, enabling 
our mobile apps on both platforms to be 
state-of-the-art.

Bharat Taneja
Mobile App Developer

A team member with our technical partner, 
Mobiloitte, Vivek has joined Cryptassist as 
an extremely talented Android Application 
developer. With more than 5 years in this 
field after graduating with an Engineering 
degree in Information Technology, Vivek 
brings to Cryptassist a wealth of knowledge 
gained from a multitude of successful ap-
plication developments, which are now in 
everyday use across the world on devices 
using the Android platform. We welcome 
Vivek to Cryptassist.

Vivek Giri
Android Developer

Deepak is assisting in the development 
of the Cryptassist iOS platform. As part of 
the Mobiloitte Technologies Team, one of 
Cryptassists technical partners, he is profi-
cient in Swift, a specifically designed Apple 
programming language used for develop-
ing apps, along with skills in Java, C, C++, 
MySql, Realm, Oracle and Objective-C. 
Deepak is an AMCAT Certified Software 
Engineer – IT Services and has successfully 
completed more than 12 projects over the 
past 4 years.

Deepak Kumar
iOS Developer



Cryptassist Team  
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With many years of experience as a web 
developer, Wasim is a core team member 
at Mobiloitte Technologies and involved 
with many successful projects. He is ac-
complished in PHP, Javascript, Ajax, jQuery, 
Restful and SOAP. Wasim is now an integral 
part of the team working on the Cryptassist 
platform with our technical partner and he 
will collaborate with other team members 
to design, develop, integrate and deploy 
the Cryptassist web applications.

Wasim Beg
Backend Developer



Cryptassist Roadmap
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Q3 2017 
 First concept was created by the founders.

Q4 2017 
 Core team was founded.
 Test applications were designed and beta trading tools built that  
  led to the decision to progress to full development.

Q1 2018 
 Product development started.

Q2 2018 
 Continuation of Product development. 
 Testing Beta versions of the developed Wallet App 
 Start marketing campaigns and participating in roadshows.

Q3 2018 
 Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
 CTA coins listed on exchanges.
 Desktop and mobile wallets available.

Q4 2018
 CryptoGo launched.
 Customized debit card introduced.
 Cryptassist Exchange introduced.
 Cryptassist Mobile Application project fully launched.

Q1 2019 
Increasingly customizable user interface.
 Team continues to add content and functionalities.

Q2 2019 
 Additional application feature development and development   
  planning continues



Cryptassist Funds Distribution

The proceeds of the crowdfunding will be used as follows: 
 25% will go to Operational Expenses, 
 18% will go to Marketing & Business Development, 
 20% shall be reserved for Research & Development, 
 18% of the proceedings will go into the Cryptassist Product    
  Development and updating the application and all other products of  
  Cryptassist, 
 12% is reserved for Team Salary & Expansion of the team, 
 2% will be dedicated to nonprofit organizations dedicated to   
  reforestation and ocean conservation 
 5% will go to the Legal & Miscellaneous aspects of Cryptassist. 

The pie chart below illustrates how Cryptassist is going to spend the proceeds 
from the initial coin offering. 
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Legal & Miscellaneous  
 - 5%

Operational Expenses  
 - 25% 

Research & Develop-
 ment - 20% 

Product Development  
 - 18%

Marketing & Business  
 Development - 18%

Team Salary & Expan-
 sion - 12%

Non Profi t Organizations  
 - 2%



Cryptassist Marketing Strategy
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Overview

The Cryptassist team has observed over the years ICOs that have been run to 
launch some amazing visions, as well as some less than amazing ideas. 

The difference between their success and failure can be narrowed 
down to one word: Marketing.

After an ICO is complete and the necessary funds are raised, many ICOs simply 
concentrate on using all or most of their resources to develop the product and 
not using a reasonable percentage of those resources for its marketing. So, how 
do people that didn’t stumble upon and participate in their ICO know about 
the product and its development progress? Marketing is the difference between 
how brilliant visions fail and ordinary ones succeed. 

Without strategic and effective marketing it’s almost impossible to communicate 
with prospective buyers or investors. They may see a coin or token listed on an 
exchange but not show interest due the lack of information accessible to them 
- no matter how brilliant the original concept was or how well that concept has 
been developed.

Marketing is key! By participating in the Cryptassist ICO 
you can be assured that the Cryptassist team realize this importance, 

with a substantial percentage of the ICO funds raised 
reserved to promote our brilliant vision.

The Cryptassist Vision

At Cryptassist we understand that the market is not lacking in coins, tokens, 
exchanges, crypto news and a plethora of specialist sources for a crypto user 
to seek data and information so that they can best manage and build their 
portfolio. Cryptassist will allow for cryptocurrency to be useable for everyone 
in everyday life, not simply through trading tools, notifications and alerts on 
an easy to navigate, customizable platform, but through the abundance of 
every day usable features that are outlined in detail throughout this document, 
including a Debit Card, that can be refilled using the top 50 cryptocurrencies, 
fulfilling a potentially unlimited demand in the market.

Strategy

To ensure that Cryptassist is able to be accessed by the maximum number of 
potential and existing crypto enthusiasts, Cryptassist will access all marketing 
avenues. Our marketing team will initially communicate to the crypto communi-
ty through established platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Telegram, Medium, 
Bitcointalk and Reddit amongst others, demonstrating to a wide community the 
benefits of utilizing the Cryptassist platform. 



Cryptassist Marketing Strategy
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Parallel to this, the digital marketing team, community managers and relation-
ship marketing team will further enhance the creative development of Crypt-
assist to advance our market position, build relationships with new, credible 
sources of data and information, develop relationships with commercial part-
ners and clearly communicate the benefits and new developments of Cryptas-
sist, to not only our target market, but also to the wider community, with the 
aim of enticing new crypto enthusiasts into the market with the confidence 
they will acquire by the use of Cryptassist.

Affiliate Program

Cryptassist will have an affiliate program that allows users to register and 
through every investment made by their referrals receive Cryptassist coins 
(CTA). This increases awareness of Cryptassist exponentially, therefore assist-
ing the Cryptassist brand to be more successful.

Summary

Strong marketing is not only necessary for the benefit of the company, but 
similarly important to the users. By having a proactive and diverse marketing 
team, every Cryptassist user is supported by the same team that is working to 
maintain and increase the success of the Cryptassist platform and coin. The 
Cryptassist aim is be a unique, accessible and highly successful platform that 
serves the best interests of the crypto community.



Cryptassist Technical Specifi cations

Cryptassist aims to automate systems as much as practicable, coupled with 
timely software updates, to eliminate the human factor and exclude exploiting 
vulnerability possibilities and detect any deviant behavior of systems.

To ensure security, all servers use full data encryption compatible with AES FIPS 
PUB 197. Any viable data will be encrypted and secure for users.

Cryptassist use the most advanced http protocols (HTTP/2) to increase speed, 
availability and security.

Two Factor Authentication makes the Cryptassist applications more secure.

Our data centers run on cloud computing service to ensure the highest possible 
availability and ensure that users have maximum access to the information they 
need.

Highly advanced protection for DDOS attacks will be incorporated to block any 
attempted attacks on the Cryptassist servers.

Cryptassist use HTTP Secure through TLS connections only for the API layer. 
This means that all data transferred between client-side (user) applications and 
servers is encrypted. Websocket with binary data, to avoid man-in-the-middle 
vulnerability, is also in use.
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Cryptassist Referral Program 
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The CTA referral program will allow all registered users to refer the CTA 
coin through any online means and make a profit out of their referrals’ 
investment. The link can be shared anywhere online. Each link will have an 
exclusive identifier code and when a registration comes from the link, it is 
automatically placed under the referrer’s name. When an investment is made, 
the referrer will receive bonus coins in their account. The bonus will be 4% of 
the referral investment. The referral will receive a 2% bonus by using the link 
provided.



Cryptassist Legalities & 
Disclaimers, Terms & Conditions
© 2018 Cryptassist OÜ. All rights reserved. 
https://www.cryptassist.io 

Definitions
Cryptassist is the trading name of Cryptassist OÜ. Based in Estonia.
Cryptassist coins are denoted by the term CTA throughout this document.

Trademarks 
All trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective 
owners and are protected by copyright, trademark, patent, trade secret and 
other intellectual property or proprietary rights laws.

Disclaimer 
THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. CRYPTASSIST DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABI-
LITY AND FITNESS FOR A PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL CRYPTASSIST BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, LOSS OF (BUSINESS) PROFITS, INCOME OR REVENUE, LOSS 
OF PERSONAL INFORMATION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE USE OR ACCEPTANCE OF THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE OR ANY OTHER 
PRODUCT OF CRYPTASSIST BY YOU OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF 
CRYPTASSIST HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. CTA 
ARE NOT PRODUCTS, NOT A SECURITY; THEY WILL NOT GIVE YOU ANY VOTING 
RIGHTS OR ANY OTHER RIGHTS IN THE COMPANY. YOU MUST INFORM YOUR-
SELF ON ANY RELEVANT LAWS THAT ARE UPHELD IN YOUR COUNTRY OR STATE 
REGARDING CRYPTOCURRENCY. CTA MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN 
COUNTRIES OR FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS. BY PARTICIPATING IN THE ICO, 
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU ARE NOT A RESIDENT OR CITIZEN OR GREEN 
CARD HOLDER OF THE FOLLOWING GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS, BUT NOT LIM-
ITED TO THESE: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR SINGAPORE. REVIEW 
OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE PURCHASING CTA. YOU ALONE ARE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PURCHASE OF CTA AND ANY RISK ATTACHED TO IT, 
FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT, YOU ALONE 
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSULTING WITH YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL OR ANY 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). CRYPTASSIST CAN NOT BE HELD AC-
COUNTABLE FOR ANY LAWS BROKEN BY YOU BY ACCESSING ANY PART OF THE 
CONTENT OF THIS WEBSITE, WHITEPAPER OR BY PURCHASING CTA OR ANY 
OF THE OTHER PRODUCTS OF CRYPTASSIST. NO PART OF THIS WHITEPAPER 
SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT INCLUDING THIS SECTION “LEGALITIES & 
DISCLAIMERS”. 

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this whitepaper 
or such part thereof (whichever the case may be) or by participating in the initial 
coin offering, you represent and warrant to Cryptassist as follows: 

(a) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any 
CTA, the CTA are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as: (I) any 
kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; (II) debentures, stocks or shares 
issued by any person or entity, or rights, options or derivatives in respect of 
such debentures, stocks or shares; (III) unites in a business trust or collective 
investment; (IV) any other security or class thereof; (V) you are 18 years or older 
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or have permission from a parent, guardian or other legal person to purchase 
CTA. Cryptassist cannot ensure that CTA are not bought by minors. 

(b) You are not a citizen, a resident or green card holder of a geographic area, 
including but not limited to; The United States of America or Singapore, in which 
access to, use of and acceptance of cryptocurrency coins or tokens is prohibited 
by applicable law, regulation or otherwise. 

(c) you agree and understand there are known and unknown risks and factors 
that may cause actual future results or achievements expected, expressed 
or implied, to differ by factors including, but not limited to: (I) changes in 
regulatory environment regarding cryptocurrencies; (II) changes in political, 
social, economic and/or stock market conditions; (III) changes in interest and 
exchange rates of currencies (both fiat and crypto); (IV) changes in the availabili-
ty, fees, salaries of employees, future capital needs or preferences of customers 
of Cryptassist; (V) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism and oth-
er occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters or other disasters that 
directly or indirectly affect the business and/or operations of Cryptassist. 

(d) you agree and understand that the investment in Cryptassist or any other 
cryptocurrency or related product can lead to loss of money or otherwise over 
short or long term. Large fluctuations in price range may occur and Cryptassist 
cannot guarantee that participants of Cryptassist will not lose money. 

(e) you agree and understand that Cryptassist is a tool for trading. It cannot 
guarantee that users of the Cryptassist tool gain revenue or income from the 
use of the application. The end decision to invest in cryptocurrency and rely on 
the alerts coming from the Cryptassist application lies with the investor and the 
investor alone is responsible for any losses resulting from making the decision 
to invest. All cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile. Prices can drop or rise, 
without any prior notice and fluctuations can be large. 

(f) you and you alone are responsible to determine what, if any, taxes apply 
to participating in the Initial Coin Offering of Cryptassist, transactions made 
with the Cryptassist application and/or purchasing services or products from 
Cryptassist or profits gained from investing with the Cryptassist application and 
consequently in cryptocurrency.

(g) The CTA Coin falls under the classification of a utility coin, not a security coin. 
Utility coins are designed to be utilized on a specific platform or app, not as an 
investment. The CTA coin was designed to be used on our platforms to offer a 
seamless trading process.

(h) You agree and understand that Cryptassist reserves the right, in its sole 
discretion, to change, limit, update, or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, 
any aspect, content or feature of the products and services provided by Cryp-
tassist without prior notice. This can be done at any time, for the benefit of 
the customer or in any foreseen or unforeseen situation that requires Cryptas-
sist to do so. You agree that Cryptassist will not be liable for any modification, 
suspension or discontinuance of any of the provided products of services or any 
part thereof.
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Translations
This whitepaper is translated in languages other than English for your 
convenience only. The information in the English version of this whitepaper shall 
take precedence in the event of a conflict between the translated version and 
the English version of this whitepaper. If you notice any inconsistency please 
report them to support@cryptassist.io.

Document Lifetime 
Cryptassist may occasionally update online documentation between releases 
of the related software. These revisions and updates may be done at any time, 
without prior notice and at our sole discretion. Changes are effective immedi-
ately upon posting and void any information in older versions of the documen-
tation. Your continued use of any product of Cryptassist following the posting 
of any revised or updated version of any documentation, this whitepaper or the 
Terms and Conditions, means that you accept and agree to the changes. 

Consequently, if this document was not downloaded recently, it may not contain 
the most up-to-date information. Please refer to https://www.cryptassist.io for 
the most current information. From the website you may also download and 
refresh this document if it has been updated as indicated by a change in this 
date: 31st August 2018. 

Product Information 

Cryptassist support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as 
follows.:
 General: For documentation, release notes, software updates or for  
  information about Cryptassist products, licensing and service, go to  
  the Cryptassist website at: https://www.cryptassist.io
 Technical support: For technical support, go to 
  https://www.cryptassist.io and select Contact Us. 
 Your comments: Your suggestions will help us continue to improve  
  the accuracy, organization and overall quality of the user publications. 
  Please send your opinion of this document to: support@cryptassist.io

If you have issues, comments or questions about specific information or 
procedures, please include the title and if available, the part number, the 
revision, the page numbers and any other details that will help us locate the 
subject that you are addressing. 
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For the latest information about our product and services, please visit our
website at: https://www.cryptassist.io 

Connect with us 

Facebook  www.facebook.com/cryptassistcoin
Twitter  www.twitter.com/cryptassistcoin
Youtube  https://www.youtube.com/c/CryptAssistCoin
Instagram  https://www.instagram.com/cryptassistcoin/
Medium  https://medium.com/@cryptassistcoin
Reddit  https://www.reddit.com/r/CryptAssist/
VK  https://vk.com/cryptassistcoin
GitHub  https://github.com/Cryptassist/Cryptassist/tree/master/doc
LinkedIN  https://www.linkedin.com/company/cryptassist/
Telegram Channel  https://t.me/cryptassistofficial
Telegram Group  https://t.me/CryptAssistCoin
Bitcointalk ANN   https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4553885.0
Bitcointalk Bounty  https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4563578.0
Email  support@cryptassist.io




